The present 'Appendix' is devoted to mathematical considerations designed to fill in the innumerable logical gaps left in the preceding paper. Even though most proofs will be merely sketched or omitted, the notation remains heavy, and some readers may wish to skip to formulas I and 2, which define 'Type i func- 
to speak of the range R(t, s), it will be necessary to write B(t) --B(O) as •]u__• • X(u)
A third corollary of self-similarity is that
The distribution of the random variable R(t, s)/¾¾ is independent of t and s.
The moments of R(t, s) have also been evaluated by W. Feller [1951] , who proved that 
g[R(t, s)/n/•] < g[R•(t, s)/n/;], and that R(t, s) is less scattered around its expectation than R•(t, s). FRACTIONAL BROWNIAN MOTION • DEFINITIONS,

SELF-SIiVIILARITY, AND TIlE 8 • LAWS
It is tempting to try to work with the derivatives B'(t) or Bad(t), to be called, respectively, 'continuous time white noise' or 'continuous time fractional noise.' Extraordinary care is, however, required in handling B • (t) or Ba • (t). The reason is that, even though Ba(t) is a continuous function of t, its local behavior is extremely irregular. It may be recalled that the derivative of a function X(t) at the point t is defined as the limit for 8 -• 0 (if such a limit exists) of the finite local slope defined by 8-•[X(t + 8) --X(t)]. For fractional Browntan motion, however, the local irregularity is such that 8-•[B,,(t + 8) --B,,(t)] does not tend towards any limit as 8 • 0. Thus, B•(t)
is continuous but has no derivative in the ordinary sense. Perhaps surprisingly, this seemingly 'pathological' feature is needed to make B•(t) a realistic model of geophysical phenomena. Total precipitation between times 0 and t, for example, must be a continuous function of t, and such is indeed the ease for B•(t). But the 'instantaneous' precipitation is extraordinarily variable in its detail. One would not even want to follow it in continuous time, except after appropriate smoothing. In fact, if a model suggests that instantaneous precipitation can be followed, it is unreasonable. To model instantaneous precipitation by the formal derivative B•'(t) is acceptable precisely because this B•' (t) becomes mathematically meaningful only after it is agreed that it must always be examined through some smoothing mechanism to eliminate high-frequency jitter. The mathematical phrase for this fundamental issue is that B•(t) cannot be considered a random function, but is rather a random Schwartz distribution.
As long as the questions asked are physically meaningful, the technicalities of the Schwartz theory will not affect us. 
COMPARISOl
R•,(t, s) = max [B•(t -t-u) --B•(t)]
O<u_<s --min [B•(t n t-u) --B•(t)] 0<u<s
The difference is that, when time is discrete, The need for a grid correction for small s, and the resulting complicated transient, diminish the beauty of the theory. The size of the grid correction could readily be decreased by selecting a finer grid for u. But these would be no practical point in such formal 'beautification.' After all, we are working out a model of the physical reality, and we know that records are necessarily taken in discrete time. In order that the theory be comparable with data, the theory must also use a discrete grid, and units of time can be chosen so that the theoretical and practical grids give identical results.
TI--IE SAMPLt• RANGE AND TI--IE R]•SCALED SAMPLE
RANGE
The study of the sample range R(t, s) is a bit more complicated than that of Rp and will not be given here. The study of the ratio Two typical approximations to B• (t), satisfying the above conditions, will be described in the present and next sections.
R(i, s)/S(i, s) is even more complicated. Suffice it to observe that there is a partial compensation between the grid correction and the correction due to division by S(t, s). As a result, the ratio R (t, s)/S(i, s) has a smaller initial transient than the expression Rp studied above.
DEFINITION OF TYPE 1 APPROXIMATE FRACTIONAL NOISE
The integral f_©' K,,(l --u)dB(u), which defines B,•(t) --B,•(t --1), cannot be eval-
A discrete grid ß must be selected for the variable of integration u; in particular, the infinitesimal dB (u) must be replaced by a finite difference B (u -]-ß) --B (u). This introduces
In our first and foremost approximation to fractional noise, leading to Type I functions, step (3) is not taken, whereas steps (1) and (2) 
